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REED PIPE

• No moving 
parts.
• Generates 
sound by 
vibrating air 
in a column 
like a �ute.

The length 
of the pipe 
determines 

the pitch

• Air under 
pressure is 
directed 
towards a 
mechanical 
reed, which 
vibrates at a 
speci�c pitch.

Pressurised air

• Victoria Concert Hall (Klais Orgelbau, 
1987)
• Esplanade Concert Hall (Klais Orgelbau, 
2002)
• Orchard Road Presbyterian Church (main 
organ, J.W. Walker, 1962)

• Singapore Bible College (Laukhuff 
Orgelbau, 1987)
• St Andrew’s Cathedral electronic organ 
augmented with pipes salvaged from an 
earlier organ 
• Freemason Lodge (J.W. Walker, 1970)

• Norwegian Seamen’s Mission (Starup 
& Son, 1960)
• Orchard Road Presbyterian Church 
(Chapel organ, Walker & Taylor)
• Kampong Kapor Methodist Church 
(Walker & Taylor)

• There also exist three movable 
chamber organs belonging to the 
Singapore Symphony Orchestra, 
Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of 
Music and the Nanyang Academy 
of Fine Arts.

Organ console

Pedal keys Toe pistons

Stop knobs
These knobs activate 
selected sets of  
pipes, allowing air to 
access the pipes.

Pedalboard
A keyboard played  
with the feet to 
produce low-pitched 
sounds.

Swell pedal
A large pedal that 
controls the volume 
of certain stops by 
moving louvres of a 
chamber containing 
the stops.

A century of modernisation
• Dedicated on Oct 20, 1912, by Bishop Emile 
Barillon, the Gallery Organ is a two-manual and 
pedal Bevington & Sons instrument which cost 
£5,894.61 to build, ship and install.
• By the 1960s, the Gallery Organ became so 
dilapidated that it remained silent for nearly two 
decades.

• Mr Robert Navaratnam (above), Singapore’s sole 
organ builder at the time, repaired and 
enhanced the organ in the 1980s. He expanded 
its range, adding 679 more pipes to its original 
881.
• During the 2013-16 restoration and renovation 
of the cathedral, the Gallery Organ was 
completely dismantled and rebuilt by the Diego 
Cera Organbuilders from the Philippines. The 
organ was dismantled and shipped to the 
Philippines and revoiced and repaired while the 
cathedral was closed. It took four months to 
reassemble its 100,000 or so parts on site.
• On Nov 20 last year, the cathedral re-opened 
and the organ once again �lled its halls with 
music. It has been played almost every day 
since.

The organ has 1,880 pipes

Weighs 5 tonnes

Source:
 DIEGO CERA ORGANBUILDERS
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Not your ordinary box of whistles

Types of pipes

The organ is called the king of instruments not just because it’s big. It is a 
beauty and a beast at the same time — a feat of mechanical engineering that 
makes beautiful music, unifying two of humanity’s great achievements into one. 

How a pipe organ works
A blower pushes air into a reservoir 
whose volume can be adjusted, 
depending on pressure required. 
From there, the air travels up the 
wind trunk into an airtight box,  
the windchest. 
A row of pipes is controlled by a stop 
knob. As the knob is pulled out, a wooden 
slat called a slider is moved, and holes in 
the slider line up with the pipes.          
Now, these pipes can be played. 
When the organist depresses a key, a 
pallet opens, and air enters a key 
channel. All the pipes on that channel 
(whose stops have been opened) will 
sound.

The largest pipe, 
a �ue pipe, 
is close to 5m tall.
The smallest pipe
is as small as the
length of a �nger.

The Gallery Organ

Other pipe organs in Singapore
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SLIDER
Holes line up to the 
toe of the pipes and 
let air in.

Among the 10 or so pipe organs in Singapore, the Cathedral of the Good Shepherd’s 
organ is the most special and distinctively Singaporean as it is not only the oldest in 
Singapore but also extensively enhanced by Singapore’s only organ builder over the 
past few decades. It has a distinctive sound in a reverberant acoustic.

The pipes are usually made of wood or an alloy 
of tin and lead, and endless variations in sound 
quality can be obtained by changing their shape 
and material.
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